
Majesco Loss Control 360
Best-in-class AI driven Loss Control Survey Platform 



Purpose-Built To Drive Intelligent 
Risk Insights For Carriers
Today’s market environment demands a greater focus 
on underwriting profitability, proactive risk mitigation to 
minimize or eliminate claims, and enhanced customer 
experiences are now top investment priorities for P&C 
insurers to remain competitive leaders. 

Insurers are now considering loss control not just for 
complex, high-risk scenarios, but across a broader swath 
of submissions leveraging self-service loss control, 
automation, and integration to core to drive broader 
portfolio profitability. Loss control is no longer a nice to 
have, but a must have to compete and managing rapidly 
shifting risk environment. 

Gathering the data needed to identify, manage, and 
reduce risks while providing an unparalleled customer 
experience has been characteristically difficult for carriers. Majesco Loss Control 360 is the best-in-class 
Loss Control Survey Management SaaS platform that supports in-person or digital based surveys coupled 
with AI and machine learning to assess and predict risk insurers, brokers, and top risk engineering 
companies. Loss Control 360 leverages the world’s largest repository of survey data including over 
16M+ surveys and over 200M+ tagged photos of specific risks used with AI/ML models to identify and 
assess risks coupled with a suite of work-flow tools designed to inform smarter underwriting and claims 
decisions.
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Loss Control 360 enables insurers to address the complexities of their business and market shifts faster 
with a SaaS platform to identify risks, enhanced risk management and better business outcomes. The 
platform enables insurers to automate the lifecycle of surveys from creation to completion. Order 
surveys directly from your core policy system and receive automatic survey-type suggestions based on 
user-defined rules and third-party data. Utilize different survey types for different survey conditions, 
including virtual, self-administered, video-guided and on-site surveys to manage specific high-risk 
submissions or the whole portfolio of business. The robust configuration including user management 
and system permissions, data collection form building, report output changes, recommendation library, 
system interface changes such as menu items

and dashboards and more enables you to adapt to your business and market shifts rapidly and cost 
effectively. Loss Control 360 has no-code/low-code configuration, customizable plug-in layer, and open 
API architecture facilitate quick, seamless implementations, and accelerated speed to market and speed 
to value.

The Future of Loss Control

https://www.linkedin.com/company/majesco
https://twitter.com/Majesco_Inc
https://www.facebook.com/MajescoInc/


Business Value Delivered. Today and Tomorrow.
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